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Axioms for Maximal Vectors of an Oriented Matroid; a 
Combinatorial Characterization of the Regions Determined by an 
Arrangement of Pseudohyperplanes 
ILDA P. F. DA SILVA 
We prove that an oriented matroid over a set E can be regarded as a subset 'Wof vertices of 
a cube [-1, +I]E'~ R e', E'~_ E, symmetrical with respect o the origin of R e' and with the 
property that every subset of vertices of ~, lying on a face of the cube and symmetrical with 
respect to the center of the face, coincides with the orthogonal projection of ~ into the face. 
More precisely, if we are given a subset '/4 r of vertices of a cube [-1, +1] E' '--_R E', E '~ E, 
satisfying the above symmetry property, then ~ is the family of maximal vectors (or maximal 
covectors) of an oriented matroid M over E, and E' is the subset of elements of E which are 
not coloops (respectively, are not loops) of M. 
Actually, our main theorem gives the first set of axioms for maximal vectors of an oriented 
matroid which does not impose as an axiom hereditarity for minors. 
Using the Topological Representation Theorem for oriented matroids, this result may be 
regarded as a combinatorial characterization f the regions determined by an arrangement of 
pseudohyperplanes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that ~ = {He}e~e is a finite family of hyperplanes of R". Let A(~ a) be the cell 
decomposition of R n detemined by ~. The cells of A(~ a) are the connected components 
of the complement in every subspace of the form F = ("~e~D He, DcE  of ~°(F)= 
{He A F}e~E,D- In particular, the maximal cells of A(~t), the regions of R" determined 
by ~, are the connected components of ~ e~ = R" \([_Je, E He), the complement in R n of 
the arrangement ~. 
The complement R" \He of each hyperplane has two connected components, the 
open half-spaces determined by He. If for each hyperplane He we choose one of the 
half-spaces to be H~ + and the other to be H~-, every region R of A(~ °) is given by an 
intersection of the form R = ((-~e~e. H~ +) A ([.Je~E- H~-), with E + N E -  = O and 
E+t2 E -= E, and can, therefore be identified with the signed vector Xe e {+, _}e 
= if R c He,  and XR(e) if R ~ H I ,  or simply with the ordered defined by XR(e) + " + = - 
pair R = (E +, E-) .  
For every arrangement ~ of hyperplanes in R" consider the family of signed vectors 
on E, ~(ffLa)={XR:R is a region o f  A(Yt~)}. The subset ~(~a)~_{+, _}E encodes 
combinatorically the class of all arrangements of hyperplanes that determine isomor- 
phic cell decompositios of R"; in other words, ~(~") determines one of the oriented 
matroids in the class of orientations cannonically associated to ~. 
A major problem in combinatorics i to characterize those families ~ ___ {+, _}E for 
which there is a family of hyperplanes ~= {He}e~E in some R" such that ~ = ~(~e). 
This problem is known as the problem of representability for oriented matroids, and 
has been considered in these terms by Lawrence (see [8]). This leads to the more 
general (and easier) problem of characterizing those families ~¢'c{+,  _}E that 
correspond to arrangements of pseudohyperplanes in the real projective space; in other 
words, to the problem of characterizing the maximal vectors of an oriented matroid. 
Lawrence [8] gave several systems of axioms for the maximal vectors of uniform 
oriented matroids. 
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Mandel [10] proved that, in the general case, the orientation of a matroid can be 
recovered from the family of maximal vectors. More recently, Bienia and Cordovil [1] 
obtained a first system of axioms for oriented matroids in terms of maximal vectors, 
which is based on the commutativity between deletion and contraction. Independently, 
Handa [7] obtained another system of axioms based on the notions of connexity of the 
tope graph of an oriented matroid, and the author [4] obtained a third one based on 
some symmetry properties of the tope graph, considered as a subset of vertices of an 
hypercube. 
In this paper we obtain the first system of axioms which does not impose as an axiom 
hereditarity for minors. 
The rest of this paper is organized in three sections. The main result of Section 2 is 
Proposition 2.1, which shows how to recover the family of vectors of an oriented 
matroid from the family of its maximal vectors and, at the same time, proves the 
necessity of our axioms. 
Section 3 is basically devoted to the relation between the Axioms of Bienia and 
Cordovil and the Axioms of Handa, with particular emphasis on the different concepts 
of 'minors' that may be used. Actually, we will prove in Theorem 3.2 and in Theorems 
3.13 and 3.15, some improved versions of the original axioms of Bienia and Cordovil, 
and of Handa, which we use later in Section 4. 
Section 4 is devoted to the proof of our main theorem, Theorem 4.1, which can be 
restated in the following way: 
A subset ~/'ofvertices of the cube [-1, +1] e is the set of maximal vectors of a simple 
oriented matroid over E iff ~ is symmetric with respect o the origin of R E and every 
subset of vertices of °W, lying on a face of the cube and symmetrical with respect o the 
center of the face, coincides with the orthogonal projection of ~ into the face. 
In [4] it was conjectured that this result should hold. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with oriented matroids: a good reference is the 
recent book by Bjorner et al. For the less acquainted reader we recall the Topological 
Representation Theorem for oriented matroids [2,5, 9], which gives a topological 
model for oriented matroids and, in particular, relates maximal vectors of an oriented 
matroid with the regions of an arrangement of pseudohyperplanes. 
Denote by S d the unit sphere of ~d+X, sd= {X = (Xl,... , Xd+l)E ~d+l:x21 "~-'' '  "~- 
x,~+l=l}, and by Sk the k-subsphere of S d defined by Sk={X=(Xa . . . .  ,Xd+~)~ 
Sa: xk+2 = 0 . . . .  , xa+l = 0}. 
A k-sphere in S d is the image f(Sk) of the k-subsphere Sk of S d, under a 
homeomorphism f:  sd---~ Sd. A pseudosphere in S d is a (d - 1)-sphere in S d. 
Let S be a pseudosphere in sd: S d \S has two connected components, denoted S+ and 
S-, which are the open pseudohemispheres or open sides of S. The closed 
pseudohemispheres, or closed sides of S, are the closures of the open sides of S and are 
denoted -+ - + - -  Se Se U S and S, = S~- U S. 
An arrangement of pseudospheres in S a is a finite collection M={S,}~e of 
pseudospheres of S a satisfying the following two conditions: 
(A1) VA ~_E, SA =Oe,ESe is a k-sphere in S d. 
(A2) VA ~ E, Ve ~ E such that SA ~ Se, let S +, S7 be the two open sides of Se. Then 
SAN S~ is a pseudosphere in SA with open sides SAN S + and SAN ST. 
A signed arran~,ement ofpseudospheres in S d is an arrangement M o1( pseudospheres, 
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together with a fixed choice of positive open side, S+~, and negative open side, S-~, for 
every e e E. 
Suppose that ~ = {S,},~e is a signed arrangement of pseudospheres in S d. 
A covering subset of s~ is a subset of dosed sides of ~ containing at most one side o:f 
each pseudosphere and covering S d. The family of covering subsets of ~t can be given 
as a family of signed subsets (equivalent to ordered pairs of disjoint subsets) of E that 
we denote by ~(~t) and define as: 
~(M)= {X =(X  +, X-): X+O X-~_ E and (~Ux+ g~+)U (~Ux_ g2) = S d} 
A maximal covering subset of ~t is a subset of closed sides of ~t containing exactly 
one side of each pseudosphere and covering Sa. Denote by ~//'(M) the family of signed 
subsets of E that correspond to maximal covering subsets of ~t, i.e. ~//'(~)= {W = 
(w ÷, w- )  °r(M): w ÷ u w-  = E}. 
Every arrangement of pseudospheres determines a cell decomposition of S a. Denote 
by zI(M) the cell decomposition of S a determined by M. Every cell of za(sg) is a 
non-empty intersection of open sides and pseudospheres of M of the form: (n~v*  
Se +) n (N,,, , -  s i )  n such that E = Y+ U Y- t3 yO and Vy e (Y+ U Y-), 
Cs,.  
The cell complex A(~¢) can also be given as a family of signed subsets of E that we 
denote by °//'*(M) and define as follows: 
°//'*(M) = {Y = (Y+, Y-): Y+ t3 Y- ~_ E and (he ~ Y÷ S~ +) n (he ~ v- s~-) n (he ~ r,, se) is 
a cell of A(s¢), with 1Io -- E\(  Y÷ U Y-)}. 
The regions, or maximal cells of A(~I) are the connected components of sd\,~. 
Denote by °g/'*(~t) he collection of signed subsets corresponding to the maximal cells 
of ~t: clearly, ~'*(~) = {W = (W ÷, W-) E $~*(~): W + t3 W- = E}. 
We are now able to enunciate the Topological Representation Theorem for Oriented 
Matroids (see [2, 5, 9]). To simplify, we consider only simple matroids, i.e. matroids 
without loops nor coloops. 
TOPOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION THEOREM. A collection ~ of signed subsets of a set E is 
the family of vectors of a simple oriented matroid M of rank d + 1 over E iff 
= W(s¢) U {0}, for some arrangement ofpseudospheres, M = {Se}eEe. 
Moreover, °t"*(M) is also the family of vectors of an oriented matroid M*, the 
orthogonal of M. 
As a corollary we obtain the following: 
A collection ~ofs igned subsets of a set E is the family of maximal vectors of a simple 
oriented matroid iff ~ = °1¢'( ~)  or ~ = ~r,( M), for some arrangement of pseudospheres 
To obtain the relation between vectors of an oriented matroid and arrangements of 
pseudohyperplanes in the linear R d+l, consider the map f:Ra+l'---~S d defined by. 
f(x)--x/llxll. A pseudohyperplane of R d+l is a subset of vectors of the form 
f-~(S) U {0}, for some pseudosphere S of S d. Using this definition, arrangements (resp. 
signed arrangements) of pseudohyperl?lanes of Rd÷~ correspond to arrangements (resp. 
signed arrangements) of pseudospheres in S d and therefore we may say that maximal 
vectors of an oriented matroid over a set E represent combinatorically the regions of the 
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complement in R d+l of an arrangement of pseudohyperplanes or, equivalently, the 
maximal covering subsets of an arrangement of pseudohyperplanes. 
Note that if every pseudosphere S of the arrangement is linear, i.e. is obtained as the 
intersection of S d with a hyperplane Hs of R a+l, then f-~(S)U{O}=Hs: therefore 
arrangements of pseudohyperplanes and arrangements of spheres generalize the notion 
of arrangement of hyperplanes in the real linear space. 
As a final remark, note that affine arrangements of pseudohyperplanes in the real 
affine space E d and arrangements of pseudohyperplanes in the real projective space pd 
can be defined as particular subsets of vectors of an arrangement of pseudospheres 
generalizing, respectively, the notions of arrangement of affine hyperplanes and 
arrangements of projective hyperplanes (see [2, 6, 9]). As a consequence, from our 
characterization f maximal vectors of an oriented matroid it is possible to characterize 
the regions of the complement of an affine arrangement of pseudohyperplanes in E d 
and of the complement of an arrangement of pseudohyperplanes in pd. 
2. MAXIMAL VECTORS DETERMINE THE ORIENTED MATROID 
NOTATION. A signed subset of a finite set E is an ordered pair X = (X ÷, X - )  of 
disjoint subsets of E. The support of X is the set X = X ÷ U X- .  Every signed subset of 
E can be represented as a signed vector on E, X E {+, - ,  0} E, defined by X(e) = + if 
e ~ E ÷, X(e) = - i fe E E -  or X(e) =0 ire e ELg_. We identify 3 E with {+, - ,0}  E and 
2 e with {+, _}E; therefore we represent the family of all subsets of E as 3 E. 
We consider on 3 E the partial order _<, defined by X _< Y iff X ÷ ~ Y+ and X-  ~_ Y-. 
Unless we specify, when we refer to minimal or maximal elements of a subfamily of 
signed subsets of 3 E it is with respect o this partial order. 
The composition of two signed subsets X and Y of E is the signed subset X o y of E 
defined by XoY= (X + U(Y+~_), X-LJ(Y-L~(_ )). Given a family ~_~3 E of signed 
subsets of E and a signed subset X of E, we denote by X o ~ the family of signed 
subsets of E defined by Xo Y= {Xo V: V e °/0. 
Given a signed subset X of E and a subset A of E, the restriction of X to ELA is 
signed subset of EL4 denoted XkA or X(EkA), where XkA = X(EL4) = (X*kA, X - \  
A). Given a family ~___3 E of signed subsets of E, we denote by Y(EkA) the family of 
signed subsets of EkA defined by ~(EkA)= {XkA = X(EkA): X E 7/'}. 
The signed subset of E obtained from X reversing signs on A is the signed subset 
-AX of E defined by -AX = (X + L4 tJ (X-  N A), (X-  kA U (X + N A)). In particular, the 
opposite of X = (X ÷, X - )  is the signed subset -X  = (X-,  X+). Given a family Y_~3 e 
we denote by -A ~Y the family of signed subsets of E defined by -a ~Y = {-AX: X e ~}. 
Two signed subsets X, Y E 3 E are orthogonal, written X _L Y, if either _X N _Y = ~ or 
(X  ÷ N Y-) tO (X-  f3 Y+) -7 e= 0 and (X + f'l Y+) tO (X-  CI Y-) -Y= 0.  
An oriented matroid over a set E can be defined as a pair M = (E, ~ ,  where E is a 
finite set and ~_3  E is a family of signed subsets of E satisfying the following four 
axioms: 
(V1) 0 E ~; 
(V2) X E o//implies -X  E o//; 
(V3) if X, Y E °V then X o y E ~; 
(V4) (elimination property) if X, Y E °Vand e E X ÷ N Y-, then there is a signed subset 
Z E ~such that Z ÷ ~_(X + U Y+)\e and Z-  _~(X- U Y-)\e. 
is the family of vectors of M. 
Recall that condition (V4) of the definition of oriented matroid can be replaced by 
the apparently stronger condition (V4'): 
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(V4') (strong elimination property) if X, Y ~ T" and e E X + N Y - ,  then there is a 
signed subset Z E °//" such that Z + ~_ (X + U Y+)\e and Z-  ~_ (X -  U Y- )ke and (_X\Y_) U 
(_YL~') U (X + N Y+) O (X-  £1 Y-) ~_ _Z. 
Suppose that M = (E, W) is an oriented matroid given by its family of vectors °lr. 
Let 'F'* _ 3 E be the family of signed subsets of E defined by ~ = {X ~ 3E: X _L Y, for 
every Y E ~r}. Then °V"* also satisfies the axioms of vectors of an oriented matroid over 
E and M* = (E, W'*) is called the dual (oriented) matroid of M. The elements of o//.. are 
the covectors of M. 
The minimal elements of (~, _<), resp. (~r., <), are the circuits of M (resp. cocircuits 
of M) and we denote by c¢ = Min ~ (resp. ~* = Min °lr*) the families of circuits (resp. 
cocircuits) of M. 
Remark that ~ can be recovered from <¢ or c¢. using the following relations: 
T'= (XIo . . . .  Xk:Xi  ~ qg, i = 1 . . . . .  k, k e N} 
or  
T" = {Y E 3e: Y .L X, for every X ~ c¢.}. 
The reader is referred to the original paper of Bland and Las Vergnas [3] for systems 
of axioms for oriented matroids in terms of circuits or cocircuits, and to the book by 
Bjorner et al. [2] for detailed information on oriented matroid theory. 
In this paper we are concerned with axioms for the family of maximal vectorg of an 
oriented matroid. 
We will denote by ~ = Max T" and by '/4/'* = Max T'* the families of maximal vectors 
(respectively, maximal covectors) of an oriented matroid M = (E, T'). 
Either °Wor °/4* determine ~. This was first pointed out by Mandel [10], and is also a 
consequence of the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M = ( E, °t 0 be an oriented matroid over E, given by its family 
of vectors, ~. Consider ~ = Max ~ and let X be a signed subset of  E, X ~ 3 E. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(2.1) S e T'; 
(2.2) X o ~___ oV; 
(2.3) X o ~V'~_ o/¢; 
(2.4) X E ~¢'(_X) and for every W ~ °W'such that XoW ~ °Walso Xo  -W ~ ~.  
PROOF. It is clear from the axioms of vectors of an oriented matroid that (2.1) 
implies (2.2). It is also clear, because o/¢~_ T', that (2.2) implies (2.3). Since for every 
W E o/¢ we have -W e °W, it is again a direct consequence of the vector axioms that 
(2.3) implies (2.4). 
We now prove, by contradiction, that (2.4) implies (2.1). 
Suppose that there is an X E °/¢'(_X) verifying condition (2.4) which is not a vector of 
M. Consider X = (X ÷, X - )  in these circumstances with maximal support. 
Since X e °tfr(_X) there is a vector V of M such that X <_ V. Choose a vector of 
M, U E ~ with minimal support such that X _< U. Clearly, _X c _U and, since U e T', we 
have Uo°W= (Xo U)o°W~_ ~ Also, because °/4/'=-'/4/" and X satisfies (2.4), we must. 
have (Xo -U)o  o/¢~ '/4;, implying by maximality of _X that U' = Xo -U  e T" too. 
Take e ~ UkX (= U'kX_ ); it is possible because _X c _U. This element e has different 
signs on U and U' and therefore, using the strong elimination property (V4'), we may 
guarantee that there is a vector V of M such that _V ~_ _U\e, with X <_ V, contradicting 
the minimality of _U. 
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REMARK 2.2. All maximal vectors (resp. covectors) of an oriented matroid over E 
have the same support E'  _~ E, where E\E'  is the set of coloops of M (resp. of loops of 
M). Recall that a coloop (resp. a loop) of a matroid is an element e • E which is 
contained in no circuit (resp. no cocircuit) of M. 
More generally, the complement of a vector (resp. covector) of M is a coflat (resp. a 
flat) of M. 
From the last remark and the Vector's Axioms it is clear that any family ~4/'~_3 e,
candidate to be the family of maximal vectors of an oriented matroid, must satisfy the 
following two properties: 
(O1) if W, W' • 7g, then W = _W'; 
(02) if W e 74/', then -W • 7g. 
Therefore, from now on we will restrict our attention to families 7//'~_ 3 e satisfying (O1) 
and (02). 
For the sake of simplicity, given a family 7g~_ 3 E satisfying (O1), we will denote by 
_~P the subset of E which is the support of every signed set W • °/4/" and refer to it as the 
support of ~ 
3. MINORS AND EXISTING AXIOMS FOR e/4V" 
Given an oriented matroid M = (E, 7/'), on E, for every subset A ~_ E, the following 
two oriented matroids on E24 can be derived from M: 
(i) the restriction of M to E24, denoted M24 and defined as M24 = (E24,  7/'24), 
where 0//.24 = {V • ~: V ~_ E24}; 
(ii) the contraction of M by A, denoted M/A and defined as M/A = (E24, ~/A), 
where 7,'/A = {V24: V • 7/'} = {V(E24): V • o//.}. 
The families of circuits and of maximal vectors of M 24 are denoted respectively by 
',,4 and 7f'24, and are defined from the families of circuits and maximal vectors of M 
in the following way: 
(g \A={X•~:X~_E24} and °W24 = Max{V e 3E\A: V o °W ~_ °/#]. 
Remark that the support of every maximal vector of M(E24) is the complement in 
E of the coflat of M (flat of M*) generated by A. The coflat of M generated by A is 
usually written ,~g*. 
In the same way, the families of circuits and maximal vectors of M/A, denoted 
respectively by qg/A and °W/A, can be obtained directly from the families of circuits 
and maximal vector of M using the following equalities: 
qg/A = Min{X 24: X • ~} and °W]A = {W 24: W e gV}. 
The definitions of the families °W24 and °W/A of maximal vectors (respectively of 
M24 = M(E24) and M/A), from ~V, the family of maximal vectors of M, suggested 
the next definitions and notation. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose that °W is a family of signed subsets of a set E satisfying 
(O1) and (02) and consider A ~_ E. Then, the restriction of °IV to E24, denoted o/¢,24, 
is the family of signed subsets of E24 defined as 
(24) °W24 = Max{V • 3eXA: Vo°W~ °/C} 
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and the contraction of °IV by A, denoted ~4r/A, is the family of signed subsets of E kA 
defined as 
([A) *I¢']A = ~¢'(EXA) = {WXA: W E ~"}. 
Note that setting ~t = {B ~_ E: (i) A c B and (ii) there is a signed subset X E 3 e such 
that Xo W'c W', with _X = EkB}, ~t has a minimum element (for set inclusion) that we 
will denote by [A]~r. 
Clearly, every signed subset V of EkA, V e ~'k,4 has support V= E\[A]~r and 
therefore we may define the operator [ ]~r: ~(E)---> ~(E) in the following way: 
([ ]~r) for every A ~_ E, [A]u-= E\_V, for every V e W'LA. 
Observe that when W" is the family of maximal vectors of an oriented matroid, the 
operator [ ]~r is precisely the closure operator of the dual mat/'oid; in other words 
[A]~-= tiM', VA c_ E. 
We remark also that, since ~V satisfies (O1) and (O2), for every A c E, '/¢'kA and 
~¢/A satisfy (O1) and (02) too. In particular, we will have the following relations 
between the supports of gV, 'WkA and ~V'/A: 
~4/'kA = W'\[A]~,. and ~/'[A = ~_L4. 
Finally, recall that a minor of an oriented matroid M is any matroid of the form 
M',A/B, with A, B ~_E, A f iB =0,  and that MkA/B =M/B~4,  implying that, if ~4/'is 
the family of maximal vectors of M, then ~¢",A/B = ~[B  \A. However, for a general 
family ~r satisfying (O1) and (02) we do not always have ~VLA/B = ~V[B XA. 
The first set of axioms for the family of maximal vectors of an oriented matroid, 
given by Bienia and Cordovil [1], requires precisely the commutativity of these 
operations. 
The next theorem is in fact a stronger version of the original axioms of Bienia and 
Cordovil [1]. 
THEOREM 3.2. A family of signed subsets of E, ~_3  e, is the family of maximal 
vectors of an oriented matroid over E, iff the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(O1) if V, W ~ ~¢', then V_ = W_ ; 
(02) if W E ~¢', then -W E ~'; 
(B-C) for every pair A, B of subsets of E, such that A f3 B = 0, the following equality 
holds: 
~IB = ~/m',,4. 
REMARK 3.3. Suppose that '/4/" satisfies the conditions (O1), (02) and (B-C). Let 
F c_ E, and A, B ~_ E \F such that A N B -- 0. Then, the following equalities hold: 
(~/F)XA/B = ~XA/(F  U B) = ~/ (F  U B)XA = (~/F) /BXA; 
thus meaning that for every F c_ E, ~r/F also satisfies (O1), (02) and (B-C). 
PROOF. The necessity of conditions (O1), (02) and (B-C) is clear from the 
properties of the family of maximal vectors of an oriented matroid. 
We will show that if ~¢'c_3 e satisfies the conditions (O1), (02) and (B-C) then the 
family of signed subsets of E defined by 
(V) "l/'={X e 3e:Xo ~___ ~4/) 
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is the family of vectors of an oriented matroid the maximal vectors of which must be 
precisely those in °/46. 
It is easy to show that '//defined above satisfies axioms (V1), (V2) and (V3) of the 
definition of oriented matroid, and we leave this to the reader. We will prove by 
induction on IEI that °V satisfies the elimination property (V4). 
It is easy to see that if IEI ~< 3, then °F satisfies (V4). 
Suppose that ~ defined from ~ by (V) satisfies the elimination property whenever 
°/g'~_ 3e satisfies (O1), (O2), (B-C) and IEI ~<N. 
Let E be a finite set, with IEI -- N + 1 and let ~V'~_ 3E be a family of signed subsets of 
E satisfying (O1), (02) and (B-C). Consider ~_3  E defined from ~¢'by (V). 
Suppose that X, Y E ~. Set D = (X ÷ fq Y-) to (X -  N Y+). Consider e • D and set 
A E \(X to _Y), V = X o y and V' = Y o X. Clearly, V' V and, because ~ satisfies 
(V3), V, V' ~ ~; moreover, V, V' E ~¢'XA. 
If I DI = 1, i.e. D = {e}, consider Z = V \e = V'\e. It is clear that Z o ~¢'~_ ~¢', implying 
that Z • °V and also that Z ÷ ~_ (X ÷ to Y+)\e and Z-  ~_ (X -  to Y-)ke. 
If IDI>~2, consider d eD,  d~e.  Set Va=V\d  and V'd=V'\d.  Since V, V 'e  'WkA 
we must have Va, V,'~ ~ ~V'kA/d. By hypothesis, 7/4/" satisfies (B-C);  hence Vd, V'd 
~4P/dXA, with e ~ (V,-~ A V'd-) tO (Vd A V'd+). 
Now, from Remark 3.3, gl/'/d is a family of signed subsets 'of E\d  satisfying 
conditions (O1), (02) and (B-C). Let ~r/d be the family of signed subsets of Ekd 
defined from "W/d by (V). By the induction hypothesis, ~/d  satisfies the elimination 
Z =_ (Vd U V'd+)Xe property; therefore, there is a signed subset Z' ~ ~/d  such that '+ + 
and Z ' -  ___ (Va tO V'd-)ke. 
Let B = EkZ_ '. Clearly, A Ue~_B and Z' E gt/'/d\B. Since ~/dkB ='WkB/d, we 
conclude that there is in °/¢'\B a signed set Z such that Z '= Zkd. It is obvious that 
Z ~ °V and also that Z + ~_ (X + U Y+)\e and Z-  ~_ (X-  to Y-) \e.  [] 
Our next objective is to obtain Handa's Axioms from the Bienia-Cordovil Axioms. 
In order to do this we need to define some concepts that extend to a general family 'W 
notions defined for the tope graph of an oriented matroid. We may consider that a tope 
of an oriented matroid M is a maximal covector of M. 
The tope graph of an oriented matroid M is the graph GM the vertices of which are 
the maximal covectors of M, two maximal covectors W, W' define an edge of GM iff 
W'=_oW,  where D is a point of M (D is the closure of an element of M, i.e. 
D =EM, e E _M). 
The notion of the tope graph was introduced by Edmonds, Mandel and Fukuda (see 
[9] and [6]). 
Next we extend to a general family ~ some notions related to the tope graph. 
DEFXNrnON 3.4. Consider ~ to be a family of signed subsets of a set E satisfying 
conditions (O1) and (02). 
For every e E _~, the point of ~ generated by e is the subset (e)~r of E defined by 
(e)~ = (x E E: W(x) = W(e), VW ~ glO U {x E E: W(x) = -W(e) ,  VW E 'I¢3. 
For every e e _~V', /¢'((e)~r) contains exactly a pair of opposite signed sets of 2 ce)~', 
one of which has e in its positive part and will be denoted by (e+)~¢, while the other, its 
opposite, will be denoted by (e-)~¢. 
The graph of 'W, denoted by G~r, is the graph the vertices of which are the elements 
of 7/4/'; two signed sets W, W' ~ ~ define an edge of G~r iff for some e • _~, W'= 
-(e)~- W. 
We will say that ~v" is connected if the graph G~ is connected. A path in °W from W to 
W' is a sequence of signed sets (Wo = W, W1 . . . . .  Wk = W'), Wi • "W, i = O, 1 . . . . .  k 
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such that {W~, Wi+l} is an edge of G~r. A subset °l¢"~_ "W is connected in "W" if the 
subgraph of G~r generated by ~//" is connected. 
If ~/" is connected, the distance between two elements V, W • ~l¢', d(V, W), is defined 
as the minimum length of a path between V and W, in 
Given a signed subset X of E, the X-face of ~ is the subset ~¢'x -~ ~ defined by 
~x = {W • '/4/" such that W(_X)= X}. 
Note that every family of signed subsets of a set E, $1/'~_ 3e, satisfying (O1) and (O2), 
can be identified with a family ~4/" = "W(E') of vertices of the cube C(E')= [ -1,  
+I]E'~_ B e', where E'  = '/4(. With this identification, every X-face of ~ is the set of 
vertices of ~ lying on a face of the cube C(E'). 
We will be particularly interested in the connectivity of these special subsets of ~.  
When ~V" is the set of maximal covectors of an oriented matroid over E, they 
correspond to supertopes in Edmonds-Mandel  notation. It is in this context that the 
notion of an acycloid, introduced by Tomizawa [11], is used by Handa in [7]. In fact, 
supertopes are acycloids (see [9] or [6]). 
An acycloid is a family g//" of signed subsets of a set E satisfying the following three 
conditions: 
(O1) if W, W' • ~t/', then _W = _W'; 
(02) if W • g//', then -W • g//'; 
(A) for every A ___ E and every X • ~4/'(A), the subset ~4/'x = {W • ~¢': W(A) = X} ~_ SIP 
is connected in ~.  
Note that if 'W~_3 e is an acycloid then, for every pair of elements V, W • ~¢" the 
distance, d(V, W), between V and W in Gw is precisely the number of points of 
which have different sign on V and W, i.e. d(V, W) = number of points of ~l/'contained 
in (X + n Y-) U (X-  n Y+). 
We remark that if ~ is the family of maximal vectors of an oriented matroid then 
(e)~ = gM* is the closure of e in M*; in other words, (e)~r is the point of M* generated 
by e. 
Recall that in Definitions 3.1 we have defined for a general family ~ satisfying (O1) 
and (O2), the operator [ ]~r: ~(E)---> P(E),  that when 'W is the family of maximal 
vectors of an oriented matroid M coincides with the closure operator of M*. Therefore, 
when ~¢" is the family of maximal vectors of an oriented matroid, for all e • _~ we have 
(e )~= [e]~r = ~-M*= the point of M* generated by e. However, for a general ~¢c 
satisfying (O1) and (02) we can only guarantee that (e)~r~_ [e]~r. The equality may not 
hold, as can be seen from the next example. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Consider g//'~_ 3 {1'2"3'4'5} defined by '/4/'= {(1 ÷, 2 ÷, 3 ÷, 4 ÷, 5÷), 
(1 ÷, 2-, 3-, 4 ÷, 5÷), (1 ÷, 2 ÷, 3-, 4-, 5-) and their opposites}. Then, (4)~r= {4, 5}c  
[41w = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. 
This fact leads to an alternative definition of the notion of restriction for oriented 
matroids for a general ~¢'~_3 E, satisfying (O1) and (02). This alternative definition, 
which we will call deletion, was used in [1], [7] and [11], and is based in the following 
observations. 
Suppose that ~" is the set of maximal vectors of an oriented matroid M over a set E. 
As we have seen, the family "/4/'24, of maximal vectors of M24,  is given by 
~t//'24 = Max{V • 3exA: Vo ~¢'~ ~/#): in particular, for every e • _M, ~4/'\e = {Wke: 
W, _~M.W • W}. 
It is a basic result of oriented matroid theory that for every A m_ E, A = {al . . . . .  a,}, 
the following equality holds: 
°/4/'24 = (- - -  ("W'kaO\. • .) \a,,. 
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From this point of view, the next definition extends to a general family og/. of signed 
subsets of a set E, satisfying (O1) and (O2), the notions of elementary deletion and 
deletion for matroids. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Suppose that ~ is a family of signed subsets of a set E satisfying 
(O1) and (02). For every e ~ E, the elementary deletion of  e from ~4/" is the family 
~¢'",~e of signed subsets of Eke defined by 
(N) if e E _7,V, then ~V"~e = {V E 3e'~: _V = E\(e)~-and V o (e+)~, V°(e-).rr e 
if e ¢ _74", then ~4/'",~e = 74/'/e. 
A deletion from ~ is any sequence of elementary deletions. 
REMARK 3.7. Note that the next two propositions, which are true if ~ is  the family of 
maximal vectors of an oriented matroid, do not hold in general, if o/¢-~_ 36 only satisfies 
(O1) and (02): 
(a) the result of a sequence of elementary deletions is independent of the order in 
which they are performed; 
(b) for every A c_ E, °WkA = (. • • (°/4rNa~)",a. • )",~a,,, for some order al <"  • • <a,,  of 
the elements of A. 
The next example illustrates this remark. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Consider °/~ C:2 3 (1'2'3"4'5'6} defined by 
74 / '={(1+,2÷,3+,4+,5+,6+) , (1 - ,2+,3+,4+,5+,6+) , (1+,2+,3+,4+,5- ,6  -) 
(1-, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5-, 6-), (1+, 2+, 3+, 4-, 5+, 6-), (1+, 2-, 3+, 4-, 5+, 6-), 
(1 ÷, 2 +, 3-, 4-, 5 ÷, 6-), (1 ÷, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5 +, 6-) and their opposites}. 
Then, 
and 
(0/¢"~ 1)",~2 = {(5 +, 6+), (5-, 6-)}, ('WN,2)',~ 1 = {(3+), (3-)} 
W'\{1, 2} = {0}. 
What extra conditions on a family ~¢', satisfying (O1) and (02),  guarantee that 
propositions (a) and (b) of the previous remark hold? 
We point out that there are examples of families of signed subsets of a set satisfying 
(O1), (02) and propositions (a) and (b) and which are not families of maximal vectors 
of an oriented matroid. 
The next proposition shows how the notion of an acycloid is related to an answer to 
these questions. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. S,tppose 74/'~_ 36 is an acycloid. Then the following two conditions 
are satisfied: 
(3.9.1) for every B ~_E and e ~ EkB, °W',~e/B = ~¢'/B",ae; 
(3.9.2) for every e , f  ~ E, (74/'"~e)~f = (~V~f) '~e.  
PROOF OF (3.9.1). Suppose that B ~_E. Let e ~ E\B.  If e ¢ _~the result is immediate; 
therefore we assume that e E ~ and, since e e B, we must have e ~ °g/'/B too. Consider 
(1) X E 'g/'/B"~e. 
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By the definition of elementary deletion this is equivalent to saying that 
(2) X+ = X o (e +)u-,s, X_  = X o (e-)~r/s  • °W'/B 
and, by the definition of contraction, (2) is equivalent to: 
there are vectors V+, V_ • ~ with 
(3) 
V+(_X U (e)~r) = X o (e+)~r and V_(_X t_J (e)~,,.) = Xo(e - )~r .  
Now, the existence of this pair of vectors V÷, V_ • °Wx implies, since ~¢" is an acycloid, 
that °/¢'x contains a signed set W • w/C'x, such that _(~),,W • ~x.  Therefore, (3) is 
equivalent to: 
(4) there is W • o/g such that W(_X) = X and _(~)..W • 
Finally, because X = W \B it is clear that (4) means precisely that X • ~¢ '~e/B .  [] 
PROOF OF (3.9.2). Consider e, f • E. If e or f are not in _~/', the result is immediate. 
If e, f  • _~, with f • (e)~.-, we must have e • (f).~- and, clearly, ~l / '~eNf  = 
"W"~e/f  = ~t / '~f  /e  = ~t f "~f~e.  
Now suppose that e, f • _~ and also that f ~ (e)~,. (and, consequently, that e ~ (f)w). 
Consider 
(1) X • ~"~e",~f .  
By the definition of elementary deletion, the following four signed sets must be in 
"~t/': X+ + = X o (f+)'U,'"..e o(e +)~u..; X+ _ = X o (f+)~,"~e ° (e-).,r; X_ + = X o (f-)~,.., o (e+)~.; 
and X__ = Xo(f - ) .w. . .~o(e-)~, . . .  
By hypothesis, °W is an acycloid; therefore °Wx is connected. Let F+ =(X++ = 
W,, W~ . . . . .  Wm= X_+) be a minimal path in °Wx.(,.+),, from X++ to X_+. 
For every i = 1 . . . . .  m, let P~ be the point of °Wthe sign of which changes from Wi_~ 
to W,.. By minimality of F+ we have ( f )~r  = 1'1 t3. • • U Pro. For every i = 1 . . . . .  m, let 
E = X + + (P,.). We have X + + = X o y~ o Y2 . . . . .  Y,, o (e +)~- and every signed set W' • ~¢'x 
is of the form W' = X o el Y~ . . . .  emY,, o eo(e+)~., with ei • {+, -}. 
In particular, we have: 
(2) for every i = 0, 1 . . . . .  m, W, .=Xo( -Y  0 . . . . .  (-y~)o y~+t . . . . .  y ,o (e+)w. .  
Claim 1. There is no W • ~ such that W(P iUP~U(e)~)=( -Y i )oy jo (e - )~ with 
i< j .  
Suppose, on the contrary, that for some W • °/C, W(P,. U Pj U (e)~-)= (-Y~)o yjo 
(e-).)r with i <j. 
Since ~ is an acycloid, °/~(_~)°v, contains a path Fq from W,. to W, and this path 
certainly contains a signed set V such that - (e ) ,V  • ~¢', implying 
(3) there is a signed set V' • ~¢'"~e with V'(P/U Pj) = W/(P,- U Pj) = ( -y / )o  yj, 
but this contradicts the assumption that P~ and Pj are contained in the same point, 
( f )w~,  of °W'"~e. In fact, consider X+=Xo( f+)~,~ and X_  =Xo( f - ) .~ , ,~  since 
X+,X_  • °W~e,  with X+(P~UPj) = Y,.oYj, X_(P~UPj)=(-Y~)o(-Y~) and P,P~ are 
contained in the same point of °W"~e. We must have °W~e(P/UP j)={Y/oyj, (-Y/)o 
(-Y~)}, contradicting (3). • 
Claim 2. °W(E\_X) = °Wx(EkX_ ) = {X o W}w~r  ~ U {X ° ( -W)}w~r . .  
Claim 1 implies that ~VXo(e ), ={X°( -W)}w~r+;  in particular, this means that there 
is a unique minimal path F_ in ~x. (~- ) ,  from X+_ to X__. Arguing as in the proof of 
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Claim 1, starting now with the path F_ instead of F+, we conclude that ~¢"x.(e.)~.= 
{Xo W}w~r., thus proving Claim 2. • 
Let P,- be the point of ~¢" that contains f From Claim 2 we have, on one hand, that 
(X o W~) \P, (X o - W,.) \P,. • gt/'"~f; while, on the other hand, since "/4/'(E'Qf) = gt/'x(EL2(_) 
we conclude that (e)u~.~i= P~ U. • • U P~_~ U P~+~ U. • • U Pm U (e)~-, implying that 
(4) X • ~lCx~f'~e. [] 
As an immediate consequence of this result and its proof we obtain the following 
corollary, 
COROLLARY 3.10. Suppose that gt/'~_ 3e is an acycloid. Then the following equality 
holds: 
(3.10.1) for every e , f  E E, g l r~e~f  = gt/ '~f~e = ~l/'\{e,f}. 
The next proposition shows how to obtain a sufficient condition on a family of signed 
sets 'W, implying the commutativity of any sequence of elementary deletions. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Consider ~/'~_ 3e to be a family of signed subsets of E satisfying 
(O1), (02) and the following condition (N): 
(N) For a total order e l<eE<-"<en of E, set for every A={a l<. . .<ak}~_E,  
"W~A = ((°W'~al). •")~ak. For every A ~_E such that IAI <~N, "W',~A is an acycloid. 
Then: 
(3.11.1) for every A={a~ <" ' '<ak} with IA I=k<-N + 2, ' l / / '~A=((g// '~ai,) 
• " ")"~ai~, for every permutation (il . . . . .  ik) of(1 . . . .  , k); 
(3.11.2) for every A ,B~_E  such that ANB=f~ and [AI<~N+I,  the equality 
74r~A/B = ~4/'/B ~A is satisfied; 
(3.11.3) for every B ~_ E, ~4/']B satisfies (O1), (02) and (N). 
PROOF OV (3.11.1). Consider a totally ordered subset of E, A = {al < ' "  <ak}, with 
k ~< N + 2. Set A 0 = A \{ai, aj}, for every i, j • {1 . . . .  , k}, i ~j.  
We have IAijl <-N and therefore 'WhAij is an acycloid. Using Proposition 3.9, we 
conclude that ((~¢",~Aq)'~ai)',~a i = ((~4rX~Aij)X~a~)~a~. The result, then, follows from 
the fact that from any permutation (ll . . . . .  lk) we can obtain the identity permutation 
(1 . . . .  , k) by a sequence of inversions of the form (l;, li+l), where 1; and l,-+a are, at 
each time, the pair that satisfies the following two conditions, the sequence (1~,.. . ,  li) 
is increasing, and 1i+1 < li. [] 
PROOF OF (3.11.2). Consider A, B ~_ E such that A tq B = O and IA[ ~<N + 1. Suppose 
that A = {al <" • • < ak} and set A /= {al <" • • < ai} for every i < k. 
By definition of g//'~A we have ~V'NaA=(gt/",~Ak)~ak; hence °I¢'~A/B= 
(~"~Ak)"~ak/B. Since IAkI<~N and 'W satisfies (N), ~¢'"~Ak is an acycloid and 
therefore, using Proposition 3.9, we may write (~NaAk)~ak/B = (~lr',~Ak)/B'~ak. 
Using the same arguments iteratively, we may write, for every i = 1 . . . . .  k, 
(i) ~¢'",~A[B = ( . . .  (('~'%A,)/B"~a,) . . " ",aak), 
thus proving the result. [] 
PROOF OF (3.1113). The hypothesis that 'W satisfies (O1) and (02). clearly implies 
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that °IK[B also satisfies (O1) and (02). The proof that ~i4/'[B also satisfies (N) is, then, 
an immediate consequence of the fact that 'W satisfies (N) and (3.11.2). [] 
DEFINITION 3.12. Suppose that ~¢'~_ 36 is a family of signed subsets of E satisfying 
conditions (O1), (O2) and (N). From Proposition 3.11, we know that for every 
unordered subset A = {a~ . . . . .  ak}, of E with at most N + 2 elements, the following 
equality holds: 
~¢'NA = ( . . .  (~t"Nax)N.. ")Nak, k<~N+2.  
Therefore we can define an operator ( )~¢: ~,~N+2(E)----~ ~9(E) assigning to every subset 
A of E, with IAI ~< N + 2 the subset (A)~r defined by 
( )v. (A ) r  = E k,2t'_, for every X • "/gNA, VA _c E, with IAI < N + 2. 
The next proposition shows that condition (N) not only guarantees the com- 
mutativity of any sequence of elementary deletions of at most N + 2 elements but also 
implies the equality g//'NA = ~kA,  for every subset A of E with at most N + 2 
elements. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Suppose that o#r~ 3 e satisfies (O1), (02) and (N). Then, for'every 
A ~_ E, such that IAI ~< N + 2, the following equality holds: 
~/"NA = ~'Vt. 
Before proving this proposition we need to establish some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 3.14. Suppose that "W~_3 E satisfies (O1), (02) and (N). Then, for every 
A ~_ E, such that IAI ~ N + 3, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(3.4.1) °W(A) = 2A; 
(3.4.2) for every a • A, a ~t (A~)vr, where Aa = A \a. 
PROOF. First we prove that (3.4.1) implies (3.4.2). 
Consider A ~ E, with IAI ~< N + 3 and "/4/'(A) = 2 A. Take a, b • A, a ~ b and set 
B = A \{a, b }, D = E kA. °I¢'/ D = 2A and, consequently, °W/ D NB = {a + b +, a ÷ b- ,  
a-b +, a-b-}.  
By the definition of B, IBIs<N+ 1 and, using Proposition 3.11, we conclude that 
}V/DNB = ~4~NB/D, hence, °WNB({a, b}) ={a+b +, a÷b -, a -b  ÷, a-b-}.  This last 
equality means precisely that a ~ (b)~r,~B. On the other hand, by definition of the 
operator ( )~¢, we have (Aa)~¢ = (B)~rU (b)~,~B implying that we must have a 
(Aa)~¢. 
Next we prove that (3.4.2) implies (3.4.1). 
Consider A ___E, such that a e (A~)~¢, for every a • A and IAI ~<N+3. 
Choose a maximal subset B of A satisfying the equality ~¢'(B) = 2 B. We will show, by 
contradiction, that B = A, i.e. that A\B  = 0.  Suppose, on the contrary, that there is an  
element a • A \B. 
Consider X • ~¢'NAa..Since A satisfies (3.4.2) we must have a • _X and, since 
IA~I ~< N + 2, by Proposition 3.11, we also have gf'NA~ = °/¢"NB N C, where C = A~ XB. 
Set D = (Aa)~c\(B)~¢. 
It is clear that X • ~7/D NB and, since ~/D satisfies (O1) and (O2), we also have 
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-X  ~ ~f'/D"~B implying, because a e_X, that ~¢C/D(a L IB)= c/4/'(a L IB )=2 ~°~, 
contradicting the maximality of B and leading to the desired conclusion. [] 
LEMMA 3.15. Suppose that ~/'~_3 ~satisfies (O1), (02) and (N). Let A~_E be a 
non-empty subset of E such that IAI <<- N + 2, and consider x ~ (A )~ N ~.  Then, there is 
an element a ~ A such that setting A~ = A \a, the following equality holds: 
~"~A = (~/~x )"~A,. 
PROOF. Let f~#A~_E be a subset of E such that IA I~N+2,  and consider 
x E (A),~r O _~. Suppose that x e (A)~,.XA; otherwise the result is immediate. 
By Lemma 3.14, we must have ~(x  UA)c2  xuA. Let B be a minimal subset of A 
satisfying (i) 7¥'(B) = 28 and (ii) ~¢'(x LI B) ~2 xuS. 
We claim that for every b ~ B, being Ab = A \b we have 
74/'"~A = ( ~"~x )'~Ab = ( ~4/NAb ) ~X. 
For every b ~ B, set B~ = B\b. The choice of B and Lemma 3.14 imply that the 
following three conditions are satisfied: (1) Vb e B, b ~t (Bb)u-, because ~(B)  = 2n; (2) 
Vb ~ B,x  ~ (B~)~-, because ~¢'(B~ +x)  = 2n"+x; and (3) Vb ~ B,x  ~ (b)u-,~. 
To prove (3), take X ~ °/¢"~B~. From (1), we know that b ~ X and (2) implies that 
x ~ X too. Now, ~r(x LI B) satisfies (02) and is strictly contained in 2xun; hence, we 
must have ~/"~B~({b, x}) = +X(x, b), proving (3). 
It is a straightforward consequence of (3) that 
(4) q4/",~B = 74/'"~ B o ",~ b = °W"~ Bb "~x = el¥"xax "xa B b 
and, since for every B ~_A, being C =A\B ,  we have 34/'~A = ~W~B~C,  we conclude, 
from (4) that for every b~B,  being A~=A\b ,  gt/~A=((~4/'"~x)"~Bb)~C= 
( ~%x ) %A~ = (~W%Ab ) Nx. [] 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.13. This result will be proven by induction on N. 
The case N = 0 corresponds to proving the following statement, which has already 
been established in Corollary 3.10. 
(N = 0) 7,V~_ 3 E is an acycloid, then Va, b E E, ~/'Xaa Nb = ~//'\{a, b}. 
Suppose that the result is true for N<p.  Assume that ~'_~3 E satisfies conditions 
(O1), (02) and (N), with N =p:  we will show that 
~¢'~A -- ~¢'kA, for every A ~_ E such that IAI =p + 2. 
Let A be a p + 2-subset of E. First we prove the inclusion ~//'"~A _~ 7¥'LA. 
Consider X E ~¢'"~A. To show that X E 94/'kA we will prove: (1) VW ~ ~¢', 
X o W E ~¢'; and (2) (A ) r  = [A]~,. 
Consider W ~ ~. Set D = (A)~ and V = W(D). By hypothesis, °/4/" satisfies (O1), 
(02) and (N). By Proposition 3.11. ~/4/(D) also satisfies these three conditions: 
therefore, since V E ~//'(D) we also have -V  E 74/(D). Since ~4r(D) is an acycloid, for 
some d E D we must have V' =-~d~,V ~ ~r(D). Let W' E ~tr such that W'(D) = V'. 
Set D '= D \(d)~-and Y = W(D' )= W'(D').  Since ~¢'is an acycloid, there is in ~¢'v a
path between W and W', and in this path certainly a signed set T such that 
-td~,,T E ~r v, implying that the signed subset T' of E\d  given by T' = TX(d)~¢ is in 
~¢'"~ d. 
On the other hand, from Lemma 3.15, we know that for some a e A, X E ~/'~d~Aa,  
where A~ = A \a. Since, by hypothesis, ~¢" satisfies (N) for N = p, we know that ~¢'"~d 
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satisfies (N), with N=p-  1; hence, by the induction hypothesis we conclude that 
X • (°/4/"~d)kAo. In consequence, Xo T' • ~f/'",ad. 
By the definition of elementary deletion we then have X o T, X°_Cd). ~. T • ~.  But, by 
the definition of T, T(D)  = W(D),  implying that X o T = X o W • °W; therefore we may 
conclude (1): Xo o/¢.___ 
To prove (2), note that by the definition of deletion we have X = E\ (A)~ and, since 
Xo°W~_ ~//', we conclude that [A ]~(A)~r .  On the other hand, for every a •A ,  we 
have g/z"~A = (~4/'~a)"xaAa and X • (~¢'",aa)~Aa, i.e. X o(a +)~¢, X o(a +)~ • °14z"~A~, 
which, by the induction hypothesis, implies that Xo(a+)~,  Xo(a+)~•glZkA, , .  
Consequently (A)~ = (a)~ U [A~]~_ [A]~r, proving (2). 
From (1) and (2) we conclude that X • ~¢'k,4 and, therefore, g//'%A _ ~¢'Z4. 
To prove the inclusion ~V'\A _ gf'%A, first remark that we have already proved that 
(A)~,. = [a],~. 
Consider X • ?gk,4. Let a • A and Y • ~4Z\A,, where A~ = A \a. It is clear, from the 
definition of restriction that, since ~W satisfies (O2), X o Y, X o - Y • g/zk,4a. 
By the induction hypothesis, 'Wk,4, = 'W~A~; therefore, _Y~_ =[A]~r\(A~)~= 
(A)w\(A~)~-, implying that _YkX = (a)~-XA, and, hence, that X • ~//'~A, thus ending 
the proof. [] 
We are now able to state Handa's Axioms. Actually, the original axioms of Handa 
take no account of the commutativity of a sequence of elementary deletions, implying 
useless verifications. 
THEOREM 3.16. A family of  signed subsets of  E, °W~_3e, is the family of  maximal 
vectors of an oriented matroid over E, iff the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(O1) I fV ,  W • °W, then V_ =W_. 
(02) I f  W • off., then -W • ~.  
(H) For a total order el <" • • < en of  E, set for every subset A = {al <" • • < ak} ~-- E, 
74/'"~A = (" • • (°W',~al)~. • ")%ak. For every A ~_ E, ~/'%A is an acycloid. 
PROOF. TO prove the theorem it is enough to show the equivalence between 
condition (H) and condition (B-C) of Theorem 3.2, for any family °/4r satisfying (02) 
and (O1). 
Clearly, (B-C) implies (H), since, by Theorem 3.2, (B-C) together with (O1) and 
(02) guarantee that o/4/. is the set of maximal vectors of an oriented matroid M over E. 
As a consequence of known results for oriented matroids, °/4r is an acycloid (see [6, 9]) 
and, since for every A ~_ E, °W",~A is the set of maximal vectors of the oriented matroid 
MkA, °/¢",aA must be an acycloid, too. 
The fact that (H) implies (B-C) is a straightforward consequence of Propositions 
3.11 and 3.13; Proposition 3.13 implying that for every A _E ,  °/4/'~A--"WLA; and 
Proposition 3.11 assuring that, for every A, B ~_E such that A fq B = 0,  °14/'kA/B-- 
~V/B~4. [] 
The next proposition will be constantly used in the proofs of the next section. As an 
immediate consequence we obtain Theorem 3.19, which may be regarded as a variant 
of Theorem 3.16. 
PROPOSITION 3.17. Suppose that ~f/'~_3 e is a family of  signed subsets of  E satisfying 
(O1) and (02). Then, for every N • No, the following three conditions are equivalent: 
{N} For every subset A ~ E, A = {aa . . . . .  ak}, with  IAI = k <<- N, ( .  • • ((°W",~ai,) "~ai,) 
" " ")'~aik is an acycloid, for every permutation (il, i2, .. •, ik) of  (1, 2 . . . . .  k). 
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(N) For a total order el < . . .<e , ,  on E, set for every subset A orE ,  A ={al <. - -< 
ak}, `w ' ,~A=( ' ' ' ( `w~al )~ ' ' ' )~ak .  For every A~_E, with k<-N, `W~A is an 
acycloid. 
[N] For every A~_E such that IAI<~N, `WXA=Max{V•3eXa:Vo`W~--~4/} /s an 
acycloid. 
PROOF. The equivalence between {N} and (N) was settled in Proposition 3.11. In 
Proposition 3.13 we proved that (N) implies [N]. To prove that [N] implies (N), argue 
by induction on N: when N = 0 it is trivially true. Suppose that the implication is true 
for N • No. Suppose that ` W~_3 e satisfies [N + 1]. Consider a subset A ~_E such that 
IAI = N + 1. By the induction hypothesis, 0/4/" satisfies (N) and therefore, by Proposition 
3.13, we have `W~A = ` WkA. Since we assumed that `W satisfies [N + 1], we conclude 
that `W',~A is an acycloid. [] 
REMARK 3.18. This proposition implies that in all the previous results condition (N) 
may be replaced by condition [N]. In particular, from Theorem 3.16 we obtain 
Theorem 3.19. 
THEOREM 3.19. A family of  signed subsets of  E, `W~_3 e, is the family maximal 
vectors of an oriented matroid over E iff the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(O1) if V, W • `W, then V = W_ ; 
(02) if W • `W, then -W • `W; 
(S) for every A ~ E, `wk,4 is an acycloid. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 4.1. A family of signed subsets of  E, `W~_3 e is the family of  maximal 
vectors of an oriented matroid over E iff the following three axioms are satisfied: 
(O1) I f  V, W e `W, then V_ = W_ . 
(02) I f  W e "W, then -W e `W 
(03) For every X • 3 e, such that X • `W(_X), one and only one of  the following two 
situations occurs: either there is W • `w such that X o W • 'Wand X o - W ~t `W; or, for 
every W • `W, X o W • ~.  
From Proposition 2.1, we know that if `W is the family of maximal vectors of an 
oriented matroid, then conditions (O1), (02) and (03) must be satisfied. Therefore, to 
prove Theorem 4.1 we only need to show that under conditions (O1) and (O2), 
condition (03) implies one of the following conditions: condition (H) of Theorem 3,16, 
condition (S) of Theorem 3.19 or condition (B-C) of Theorem 3.2. We will prove that 
(03) implies (S) (or, equivalently, (H)), showing, by induction on N, that (03) implies 
condition [N] (or, equivalently, (N) or {N}), of Proposition 3.17, for every N E No. 
The proof requires everal steps that we prove in the next few lemmas. In Lemma 
4.2 we show that (O3) implies [N], for N = 0. Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6 establish some 
properties of any family satisfying (O1), (O2) and [N] that will be needed to work out 
the induction step. In particular, they may be used to obtain, directly from the family of 
maximal vectors of an oriented matroid, the cocircuits and cobasis of the matroid. In 
Lemma 4.8 we carry out the induction step. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that `W~_3 e satisfies conditions (O1), (02) and (03)o f  
Theorem 4.1. Then, ` W is an acycloid. 
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PROOF. Suppose, on the contrary, that o/g. is not an acycloid. Then, for some A =_ E 
and some X E °W(A), the subfamily °W'x of ~ defined by °/4/'x = {W E °/4/: W(X) = X} is 
not connected. 
Consider a maximal subset A ~_ E for which there is X E °/4/(A) such that °/4/'x is not. 
connected. Set D = E',,4. 
By maximality of A, we must have °Wx(D)={Y,-Y},  for some Ye2 °. 
Consequently, for every W E o/g such that X o W E 'IV, we also have X o -  W E °/4/" and, 
therefore, since °W satisfies (03) we conclude that ~/ (D)={Y, -Y} .  But this last 
equality means precisely that D is a point of °/4/', contradicting the assumption that °/4/'x 
was not connected. [] 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that °l¢'~_3E satisfies conditions (O1), (02) and [N] of 
Proposition 3.17. Consider the family, c¢, of subsets of E defined by 
= Min{C _~ E: °/4/(C) c2  c and ICI ~< N + 3}. 
Then, for every C E ~, the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(4.3.1) for every c e C, c E [Cc]~r, where C~ = C\c; 
(4.3.2) °W(C) = 2C\{Y, -Y},  for some Y E 2 c. 
PROOF OF (4.3.1). Consider C e ~ and suppose that C does not satisfy (4.3.1). Let 
c u C be such that c ~ [Cc]~-. Consider X e °/¢'\Cc. 
By definition of the operator [ ]~, we have EkX_ = [C~]~,-; hence, if c ~ [C~].~ then 
c ~ _X. On the other hand, since °W satisfies (02) we also have -X  E g//'\[C~]~- and, 
therefore, +Xo °W~ ~.  
Since C E qg, 7g'(Cc) = 2 c" and, consequently, +Xo2 c '~ _ °W(_,_,_X U C), implying, since 
c • _X, that °W(C) = 2 c, contradicting the assumption that C ~ ~. [] 
PROOF OF (4.3.2). Consider a subset C e q¢ and let a, b ~ C. Set C' = C\{a, b}. We 
claim that °W\C'({a, b}) = {Y, -Y} for some Y ~ {a+b +, a +, b-}. 
It is clear that C' has at most N + 1 elements and, since C e c¢, for every x e C we 
must have °W(Ckx)=2 c~'. Using Lemma 3.14 (and Remark 3.18), we conclude that 
a, b ~ [C'].~-. 
Take X e 'W\C'. Since a, b ~t [C'],-, we must have a, b E _X. Set V = X({a, b}). 
Clearly, we have V E °W\C'({a, b}) and, since o/g satisfies (02),  we must also have 
-X  e °W\C' and, therefore, V, -V  ~ gf'\C'({a, b}). 
Consider V' --_a V. If V' ~ ge'\C'({a, b}) then, because °/4/satisfies (02),  we would 
also have -V '  ~ °W~C'({a, b}), implying that gf'\C'({a, b})= 2 ~a'b~ and, consequently, 
that ~¢'(C) = 2 c, contradicting the assumption that C e c~. So, neither V' nor -V '  may 
belong to °W\C'({a, b}), implying that ~¢'\C'({a, b})= {V, -V}. 
Next we prove that if Y, Z E 2c\ 'w(C), then Z = +Y. 
Consider two signed sets Y, Z E2c\°/¢'(C), and suppose that Z~+Y.  Choose 
a, b ~ C such that Y(a) = Z(a) and Y(b) = -Z(b).  Set C' = C\{a, b}. Then Y({a, b}), 
Z({a, b}) ~t °W\C'({a, b}); otherwise, say, if Y({a, b}) ~ °W\C'({a, b}), because ~¢'(C') = 
2 c', we would have Y({a,b})o2C'~_°W(C), which is impossible since Y~ ~'(C). 
Therefore, the only signed sets which may be in °W\C'({a, b}) are -Y({a, b}) and 
-Z({a, b}). 
However, we proved that "W\C'({a, b}) consists of exactly two opposite signed sets, a 
contradiction. Since °/g'(C) satisfies (O2), the proof is finished. [] 
REMARK 4.4. It can easily be shown that if ~ is the family of maximal vectors of an 
oriented matroid M, then the family of subsets of E, defined by qg = Min{C_~ 
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E: gV(C)c2c}, if the family of cocircuits of M and, for every C E qg, the pair of 
opposite signed subsets + Y, such that 'W(C)= 2C\{Y, -1I} are the signed cocircuits of 
M the support of which is C. This relation between cocircuits (resp. circuits) and 
maximal vectors (resp. covectors) was used by Bienia and Cordovil (see [1]) to prove 
that the family of maximal vectors of an oriented matroid determines the oriented 
matroid. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose that °I'~/'~--3E satisfies conditions (O1), (02)  and [N] of 
Proposition 3.17 and consider ~ to be the family of subsets of E defined in Lemma 4.3. 
Let A be a subset of E satisfying the following two conditions: (i) IAI ~< N + 2 and (ii) 
"W(A) = 2 A. Then: 
(4.5.1) For every x • [A]~., there is a unique subset C ~_A Ux such that C • ~. We will 
denote this subset by C(A; x). 
(4.5.2) For every x • [A]w, set A' =A\C(A ;x ) .  Then ~4r(A Ux) = 2AU'\{+yo2A'}, for 
some Y • 2 CtA=r). 
PROOF. Suppose that A is a subset of E, satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of the 
corollary. From Lemma 3.14 we know that for every x • [A]~r., "W(AtOx)c2aux; 
therefore A tO x contains an element C • c¢ and, since A satisfies (i) and (ii) we must 
have x • C, for every such C. 
For every C • q¢ such that C~_AtOx, set A'=A\C  and C~=AkA'=Ckx .  Take 
X e ~Vk,4. By Proposition 3.17 every vector of So2 A' is the restriction of a vector of 
7,v\C~. Hence, by Lemma 4.3 and the definition of restriction, we conclude that 
~4/(A Ux) = 2AUx\{+y°2A'}, for some Y • 2 c. 
This last equality clearly implies the unicity of C. [] 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that ~V~_3 e satisfies conditions (O1), (02) and [N] of 
proposition 3.17. For every A ~_ E, such that IAI ~< N + 2, let ~a be the family of subsets 
of [A],, defined by: 
~a = Max{B ~_ [A]~-: ~/'(B) = 2a}. 
Then, the following conditions are satisfied: 
(4.6.1) for every B • ~a, [A]~r = [B]~; 
(4.6.2) for every B • ~a and x • [A]~N _~, there is b • B such that (B\b)  tOx • ~.~; 
(4.6.3) for every B, B' • ~A, then IBI = IB'I. 
PROOF. Let A_  E be such that IAI ~< N + 2. First we prove that (4.6.1) is true for 
every B • ~A such that IB I ~< N + 2. We remark that there is always B • ~,4 such that 
IBI ~< N + 2: to obtain such a B take any maximal subset of A satisfying ~¢'(B) = 2 B. 
Consider B • ~a, with IBt ~<N + 2, and let x • [A]~r fq _~. Then, by maximality of B 
and Corollary 4.5 there is a (unique) minimal subset C of B t3 x with ~V(C) c 2 c and we 
must have x E C. By Lemma 4.3, x • [CXx]~¢ and, since Ckx~_B, we conclude that 
x • [B]~. 
Claim. If B • ~A and Inl ~<N + 2, then, for every x • [A]~N _~, there is b • B such 
that (B \b )Ux  • ~A. 
Consider B • ~A, with IBI ~< N + 2 and x • [A]~ fq ~.  Assume that x ~ B; otherwise 
the result is trivial. From Corollary 4.5 we know that there is a unique subset 
C(B, x) ~_ B tJ x, with x • C(B, x) such that, being B' = B \C(B, x), °/,V(B tO x) = 2aux\ 
{+Yo2a'}, for some Y • 2 c(B~'). Consider b • C(B, x)kx. It is clear that ~V((B\b) U 
x) = 2 (a~)ux. 
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On the other hand, by Lemma 4.3, b E [C(B,x)\b]~r, implying that B _~[(BXb)U 
x]~-and, as a consequence, that [A]~r = [e],r~_[(B\b) Ox]~r~_[A]~r. Therefore, for 
every b E C(B, x) we have [A]~= [(B\b) Ox],r. Since °W'((B\b) uX) = 2 (nv')ux, we 
conclude that, for every b E C(B, x)Xx, (B\b)  Ox E ~a. • 
Once the claim is proven it is easy to conclude that (4.6.3) holds, implying 
immediately that (4.6.2) and (4.6.1) are also verified: we leave this to the reader. [] 
REMARK 4.7. It is not difficult to show that if ~ is the family of maximal vectors of 
an oriented matroid M, then for every A G E, the collection, ~JA, of subsets of E 
defined in Lemma 4.6 is the family of maximal independent subsets of the flat ,~M-, the 
flat of the dual matroid M* generated by A. In particular, ~E = Max{B _~ E: °/¢(B) = 
28} is the family of basis of the dual matroid M*. 
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose that ~fr~_3e sat&ties conditions (O1), (O2), (03) and [N] of 
Proposition 3.17. Then °W also sat&ties condition [N + 1]. 
PROOF. Consider °/¢'~_3E satisfying (O1), (02), (03) and [N] of Proposition 3.17. 
To prove that o/¢~_ 3e also satisfies [N + 1], we need to show that for every A ~_ E such 
that IAI = N + 1, °/4/'kA is an acycloid. 
Consider A ~_ E such that IAI = N + 1. 
If '/4r(A)c2 A then, by Lemma 4.6, there is B c[A]~r, with IB I<N+I  sucli that 
°W\B = °/,f'LA and, since o/4/. satisfies [N], °/¢'\B is an acycloid and so °/¢L4 is an acycloid, 
too. 
From now on we suppose that °/4/'(A) = 2 A. 
For every V, V' e °/4rkA, set S(V, V') = (V + n V' -)  u (V- n v'+). Consider V, V' 
°/4/'kA such that S = S(V, V') is minimal. 
Set X=V\S=V'LS ,  Y=V(S)  and D=SU[A] , r .  Then V=XoY,  V '=Xo-Y  
and, by minimality of S, we must have: 
(1) (°WkA)x = {X o Y, X o -Y}. 
Observe that to prove the lemma we need to prove the following condition: 
(2) S = y is a point of °WkA. 
Claim 1. For every B ~_ D satisfying (i) IB I = N + 1 and (ii) °/¢(B) = 2 B, the following 
equality holds: 
(3) ('tt/'kB)x = (X o YB, X o - YB} 
for some YB E 2 s(B), where S(B) = D \[B]~. 
To prove the claim we proceed by induction on IB n SI. 
If [B n S[ --- 0, then B ~_ [A]~r and, by Lemma 4.6, we must have [B]~ = [A]~. Hence, 
from (1) we conclude that (°/¢rkB)x = {Xo Y, Xo-Y}.  
Suppose that we have proven Claim 1 with IB n SI = k I> 0. 
Consider B _ D satisfying (i) and (ii), with IB n SI = k + 1/> 1. Set BA = B n [A]~r. 
By definition of S, we have S n [A]~r = ~;  hence, using Lemma 4.6 we conclude that 
there is a ~ [A]~r such that a ~ [B]~. Consider such an a e [A]~r. We must have 
~(B U a) = 2 nu° = °a/'x(B U a). 
Let y ~ S N [B]~ and set B' = (B\y)  U a. Then, B' satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of 
our claim; moreover, IB n S[ = k. By the induction hypothesis, we must have 
(4) (°l¢'\B')x = (X o Ye', X o - Ye,} 
for some YB, E 2 s(B'), where S(B') = D \[B']~. 
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Let Bo = B' \a = B \y. Since we assumed that '/4" satisfies [N], we know that '/¢\Bo is 
an acycloid, implying, on one hand, because ~¢'x(B U a)= 2 B°a, that ('W'kB)x = (~¢'\ 
Bo)x~y and (~¢\B')x = (~V\Bo)x~a; and, on the other hand, that (~¢'kBo)x must be 
an acycloid too. Therefore, using Proposition 3.9, we may write (('kVkB)x)~a = 
((~¢'kBo)x ~y) "~a = ((~¢'kBo)x ",~a)~ y = ((~rUB')x) "~y. 
From (4) we have (~//'kB')x = {Xo YB', Xo --YB'}, with y ~ Ir8 (because °l¢'x(B U 
I 
a) = 2Bua). Hence, ((~¢'\B')x)~y ={X} and, consequently, ((~t/'\B)x)~a ={X}. This 
last equality implies, again because °Wx(B Ua)=2 8°a, that, for some signed set 
lib • 2 ta)"', where ~//" = (~¢'\B)x, we must have ('/¢'kB)x = {Xo +YB}. • 
(5) Set c¢ = Min{C ___ D: ~Vx(C ) c 2c}. 
Claim 2. I f  C • ~, then the following two conditions are satisfied: (i) ICI ~< N + 3; and 
(ii) ~l/'x( C) = 2c \{ + Yc}, for some Yc • 2c. 
Observe that Claim 1 clearly implies that every C • c¢ satisfies (i). Hence we only 
have to prove that every C • c¢ satisfies (ii). 
Consider C • qg. If ICI ~< N + 2, then it is an immediate consequence of Claim 1 and 
Lemma 4.3 that ~x(C)  = ~V(C) = 2c\{+ Yc}, for some Yc • 2 c. 
Consider C • ~ with ICI = N + 3, and assume that there are Y~ Y' ~ ~x(C)  with 
Y' # +Y. Take c, c' • C such that Y(c) = Y'(c) and Y(c') = -Y ' (c ' ) .  Set C' = C\  
{c, c'}. Remark that, by definition of c¢, we have ~Vx(C') = °W(C') = 2 c'. Then, since 
Y, Y' ~t ~Vx(C), we must have Y({c, c'}), Y'({c, c'}) ~ (~g'XC')x({C, c'}), implying that 
(6) (~\C')x({C, c'}) = {-Y({c, c'}), -Y'({c,  c'})}, with Y({c, c'}) # +Y'({c, c'}). 
But this contradicts Claim 1, which implies that (~v\C')x({C, c'})={+Ycc'}, for some 
Ycc. • 2 ~c'c'r, thus proving Claim 2. • 
Using the notation of Claim 2, define 
(7) 9 = {V • 2°: V(C) ~ +Yc, VC ~ c¢}. 
To finish the proof of the lemma we will show that ~//'x =9,  implying that 
°Wx(D) = -~¢'x(D), and the result then follows from (03). 
Claim 3. ~rx(D ) = 9. 
It is immediate from the definition of 9 that "W'x(D)~ 9;  therefore to prove the 
claim we only need to show that the reverse inclusion holds. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there is an element V • 9\°W'x(D), i.e. V E 2 ° such 
that for every C • ~, V(C) e ~/'x(C) but V ~ ~Vx(D ). Choose a minimal subset F ~_ D 
for which there is a signed set Z ~ 2Fx~f'x(F) with Z(C) • "lt/'x(C), VC • ~. 
Clearly, ~rx(F ) c 2 F and F ¢ c~, implying that there is a subset C, strictly contained 
in F such that C • c¢. Choose such a subset C c F, C ~ c¢. By the definition of 9, we 
must have Z(C) • °Wx(C ) and we will prove that the following condition holds: 
(8) for every 1 ~_ C such that 1 ~< III ~< ICI - 1, - IZ E ~x(F).  
We prove (8) by induction on III. The case III = 1 is consequence of the minimality 
of F. In fact, for every f • F we must have _yZ e °W'x(F); otherwise, since we assumed 
that Z ~t °Wx(F ) we would have Z\ f  ~t ~¢'x(F\f) with Z\ f (C ' )  ~ ~'x(C'), VC' ~ c~, 
contradicting the minimality of F. In particular, we conclude that Vc • C, _cZ • 
~¢~(F). 
Suppose we have proven that (8) holds every I ~.C such that Ill ~ j  (~< ICI - 2). 
Consider 1 ~ C with III = j + 1. 
For every c • I, set I~ =l\c.  By the induction hypothesis, we have (2~¢*Z)\{Z}~_ 
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3Vx(F) implying, in particular, that Vd E Ic, 2I¢~°-dZ~--~Vx(F), where Icd =I\{c, d}. 
Therefore, setting Z'=ZVI~d and Fcd=F~icd, we may conclude that Vc, d ~C, 
Now, from Claim 2 we have ICI ~<N + 3, implying that III ~< N + 2 and', therefore, 
IIcdl <~ N. Since °W satisfies [N], we conclude that there must be a path in (°t¢'\I~d)x(F~d), 
from -cZ' to -dZ'. Since °l¢'x(1) = 21 (I/I < ICI), we must have d ~t (c)~v,,; hence every 
such path must contain either Z'  or -~c.d~Z'. But we assumed that Z ~t °/¢'x(F): 
therefore, we must have -Ic, d)Z' E (°lCkI~d)x(F~d), implying, in particular, that - IZ E 
~x(F), and thus proving (8). 
Finally, from the definition of Z we know that Z(C) ~ ~4/'x(C): then, from (8), we 
conclude that 2c\{-Z(C)} ~ °Wx(C), contradicting Claim 2 and thus proving Claim 3. 
To conclude the proof of Lemma 4.8, we remark that from the definition of ~ we 
have ~ = -~;  therefore, Claim 3 implies that VW E ~ such that XoW E °1¢, then 
X o -W E ~ Since, by hypothesis, °/4/" satisfies (O3), we conclude that °l¢'x(D)= 'If(D) 
and, in particular, that °/¢'kA(S)= (°WXA)x(S)={+Y}, implying that S is a point of 
~NA, and proving (2). I-1 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. From basic results on oriented matroids and from 
Proposition 2.1, we know that if off. is the family of maximal vectors of an oriented 
matroid, then ~V must satisfy conditions (O1), (02) and (03). 
From Lemmas 4.2 and 4.8, we conclude that if o/¢/. satisfies conditions (O1), (02) and 
(03), then o/4/. also satisfies condition (S) of Theorem 3.19, implying that ~V must be the 
family of maximal vectors of an oriented matroid. [] 
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